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Wind power plant (WPP), photovoltaic generators (PV), cell-gas turbine (CGT), and pumped storage power station (PHSP) are
integrated into multienergy hybrid system (MEHS). Firstly, this paper presents MEHS structure and constructs a scheduling
model with the objective functions of maximum economic benefit and minimum power output fluctuation. Secondly, in order
to relieve the uncertainty influence of WPP and PV on system, robust stochastic theory is introduced to describe uncertainty and
propose a multiobjective stochastic scheduling optimization mode by transforming constraint conditions with uncertain variables.
Finally, a 9.6MW WPP, a 6.5MW PV, three CGT units, and an upper reservoir with 10MW⋅h equivalent capacity are chosen as
simulation system.The results showMEHS system can achieve the best operation result by using themultienergy hybrid generation
characteristic. PHSP could shave peak and fill valley of load curve by optimizing pumping storage and inflowing generating
behaviors based on the load supply and demand status and the available power of WPP and PV. Robust coefficients can relieve
the uncertainty of WPP and PV and provide flexible scheduling decision tools for decision-makers with different risk attitudes by
setting different robust coefficients, which could maximize economic benefits and minimize operation risks at the same time.

1. Introduction

WPP and PV are incapable of being accurately forecasted,
stochastic, and unstable, making wind power and photo-
voltaic power not being used effectively and power out-
put fluctuations. Abandoning wind and photovoltaic power
phenomenon is getting more serious, which results in a
waste of wind and light power and a great economic loss of
enterprises. The hydropower reserves and installed capacity
of China rank first in the world. Hydropower stations have
the advantages of flexible starting and stopping, high speed
of loading up and down, and low operation and maintenance
costs [1] and can adapt to the rapid change of the grid load.
Pumped storage power station is the most mature economic
power to sharp peak and fill valley. The hybrid generation
system is composed of wind, photovoltaic, and pumped
storage power. This system can smooth the output of wind
power and photovoltaic power and reduce the benefit losses

brought by the intermittent and stochastic of wind power and
photovoltaic power, so that the grid accommodation capacity
for wind and PV power can be improved [2]. Researches
on how to coschedule WPP, PV, and PHSP can effectively
solve the power supply contradiction in intermittent energy
operating and narrow down problems like difficulties in grid
connection, power limitation, and market accommodation
capacity [3] and finally have great economics and sustainable
developing significance in reducing the electric power system
uncertainty risk and improving economic benefits.

Current researches on power system scheduling opti-
mization method considering WPP and PV grid connec-
tion mainly focus on the stochastic scheduling model con-
struct. Literature [4] introduced a new general equation
for power system economic scheduling model, considering
conventional thermal units, wind turbine generators, and
changing characteristics of wind speed and power demand.
The influence the dynamic cost coefficients have on system
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operation costs has been analyzed in a simple testing system.
Literature [5] established a stochastic optimization model
for wind and thermal power economic scheduling based on
the analysis of wind power stochastic output and calculated
the possible extra costs in stabilizing power system caused
by unstable wind power. Literature [6] considered power
supplying reliability of thewind-photovocait grid-connecting
generation system and aimed at realizing system minimum
power consumption. Then, a wind-photovocait capacity
combination to minimize system cost was proposed. The
proposedmodels andmethods studywind and PV connected
to the grid and choose thermal power scheduling to stabilize
wind power output. However, conventional thermal power
units have high cost and limitations in peak regulation. Lower
costs and ideal stabilizing effect are hard to achieve by CGT,
WPP, and PV hybrid operation only.

Due to the rapid starting up and flexibility advantages
of PHSP, many countries have studied the joint operation
scheme and calculation and analysis model of uncertain
renewable energy resources and pumped storage power
stations with the regulation ability [7]. Literature [8] intro-
duced the fact that PHSP is now seen as the most effec-
tive energy storage technology to improve the penetration
ability of renewable energy and presented the operation
mode of WPP-PHSP hybrid system to improve the wind
power penetration ability. Literature [9] analyzed optimal
scheduling WPP and PHSP cooperation and uncoordinated
operation in energy and ancillary services market. New
methods to model, simulate, and evaluate WPP and PHSP
units were raised to increase system profits and VaR (value
at risk). By optimizing WPP and PHSP utilization level,
maximizing WPP and PHSP generation in simulation is
taken as objective function in literature [10], so that the
WPP reliability assessment methods are optimized as well.
Literature [11] usedWPP and PHSP cooperation to relieve the
wind generation fluctuation influence to grids and proposed
a reliability assessment method of Wind-Hydro integrated
power system. Literature [12] developed a quantitative assess-
ment model considering valley electric price, Wind-Hydro
integrated power system, and energy conversion efficiency. In
addition, the paper studied the influence the pumped storage
power station has on wind power valley filling and peak-
shaving inWind-Hydro integrated power system. In order to
lower the unbalanced costs of electricity market predicting
wind power generation errors, literature [13] proposedWPP-
PHSP integrated operation plan aiming at minimizing costs.
The operation plan was modeling and quantifying wind
power prediction uncertainty and optimized wind power
utilization and pumped storage power. In literature [14],
pumped storage system was used in photovoltaic technology.
Based on system reliability and economic standards, litera-
ture [15] discussed the PV-Hydro cooperation system model
and designed a reliability evaluation model. The research
shows cooperation system improves the reliability of PV
grid-connecting and, to a great extent, can improve the
utilization rate of photovoltaic system, reducing abandoned
electricity phenomenon. Literature [16] proposed aWPP-PV-
Hydro hybrid generation system including wind power, PV,
and hydro generation subsystems. Based on establishing the

hybrid generation system, the paper analyzed three different
operation plans.

Based on the above analysis, scholars at home and
foreign countries have already carried out deep researches on
the optimization scheduling of WPP, PV, and PHSP. Some
literatures have already discussed the complementary effect
of different clean energy, especially, WPP, PV, and PHSP.
However, there are still some insufficient problems: firstly,
the existing researches have not considered the optimization
scheduling problems for decision-maker with different risk
attitude. Since the uncertainty of WPP and PV will have
great influence on system safe operation, which may bring
great risk, therefore, the optimal scheme will change for
decision-maker with different risk attitude; correspondingly,
the output of WPP, PV, and PHSP will also change. Sec-
ondly, other literatures only study the optimization of the
multienergy hybrid system (MEHS) under the maximum
economic benefitwithout considering the risk cost.Under the
premise of maximizing the consortium interests, it is impor-
tant to consider the peaking effect and rotation reserve role
of the pumped storage power station and how to coordinate
with the gas turbine unit to enhance system stability and
efficiency. Finally, little literatures are related to the researches
on the optimization scheduling of MHES integrated byWPP,
PV, PHSP, and cell-gas turbine (CGT). Reserve service is
necessary for system safe operation since the output of WPP
and PV is uncertainty.The peaking effect and rotation reserve
role of PHSP should be considered and how to coordinate
with the gas turbine unit to enhance system stability and
efficiency should also be negligence. Therefore, the paper
introduces the robust stochastic optimization theory [17] to
handle the constraint conditions with stochastic variables
by introducing robust coefficients, which could provide a
flexible risk control tool for decision-maker with different
risk attitudes. WPP, PV, CGT, and PHSP are integrated into
MEHS with two optimization objective functions, namely,
the maximum economic benefits and the minimum out-
put fluctuation. The optimization effect of CGT on system
stability and efficiency is also considered. PHSP is used as
the energy storage equipment for reducing the uncertainty
impact and improving the utilization efficiency of renewable
energy. All above analysis motivates us to put forward a
risk aversion model for MEHS system scheduling. The main
contributions of this work are summarized as follows:

(i) The basic structure of multienergy complementary
system and power output model are established. In
order to achieve the maximum system economic effi-
ciency and theminimum the fluctuation and consider
the limitations of system operation, the multienergy
complementary scheduling optimization model is
presented. The model provides basic foundation for
analysis the optimization function of pumped storage
power plant and robust stochastic optimization the-
ory.

(ii) The uncertainty descriptionmethod forWPP and PV
are proposed based on the Rayleigh distribution and
the Beta distribution function. A stochastic optimiza-
tion model for MEHS scheduling is designed based
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on the robust stochastic theory with two objective
functions of the maximum economic benefits and
the minimum system output fluctuation. The robust
coefficient is introduced to transform the constraint
conditions with uncertain variables and reflect the
risk attitude of decision-maker.

(iii) The simulation system consisted of 9.6MW WPP,
6.5MW PV, three CGT units, and an upper reservoir
with equivalent capacity of 10MW⋅h which is used
to analyze the proposed model. According to the
fluctuation of system economic benefits and unit
output scheme under different robust coefficients, the
optimal weight coefficient of objective function is
determined. The effectiveness analysis of the robust
stochastic optimization theory, the operational bene-
fit analysis, and the sensitivity analysis of the pumped
storage power station are carried out.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 proposes basic results of the hybrid energy system
and power output power model including WPP, PV, and
PHSP. In Section 3, a scheduling optimization model for
multienergy hybrid system is constructed with the objective
functions of the maximum system economic operation and
the minimum output fluctuations with constraint conditions
of supply and demand balance, unit power generation,
pumped storage power station operation, and system spins
reserve. In Section 4, robust stochastic theory is introduced
to construct scheduling model forMEHS system by handling
with the constraint conditions with stochastic variables. The
operation benefit analysis and sensitivity analysis for PHSP
are set up to demonstrate the validity of the proposed model
in Section 5. Section 6 highlights themain conclusions of this
study.

2. Multienergy Complementary
System Output Model

2.1. Multienergy Complementary System Structure. In this
paper, wind power plant (WPP), photovoltaic generator (PV),
cell-gas turbine (CGT), and pumped storage power station
(PHSP) are integrated into a multienergy complementary
system. Figure 1 shows system structure. In the multienergy
complementary system, WPP and PV are mainly used to
meet the load demand. When power generation of WPP and
PV is more than system load demand, under the premise of
satisfying system safe operation, surplus electricity is used
for PHSP to pump water up to the upper reservoir. When
the available power of WPP and PV is less than system load
demand, PHSP will be scheduled to meet load demand. At
the same time, in order to strengthen system safety and
reliability and ensure system load to be guaranteed in poor
water period, poor wind period, and low solar radiation
period, CGT units can provide system reserve capacity in
WPP and PV fluctuation time. In addition, CGT units can
generate power to meet the load demand when the WPP, PV,
and PS units cannot meet load demand [18].Themultienergy
complementary operation integrated byWPP, PV, PHSP, and
CGT units can both ensure the safe and reliable system
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Figure 1: Multienergy complementary system structure.

operation and guarantee system load balance at the same
time.

2.2. Power Supply Output PowerModel. In the proposedmul-
tienergy hybrid system, power supplies mainly include WPP,
PV, PHSP, and CGT units. This chapter introduces the power
output models of wind power, photovoltaic, and pumped
storage power station.

2.2.1. Wind Power Output Power Model. For wind power
plants, power output depends mainly on natural wind speed.
Due to the stochastic characteristic of natural wind, power
output is random. Some probability distributions, that is,
the exponential distribution and the Gaussian distribution,
are usually employed to model the stochastic disturbances.
Literature [19] comparatively analyzed and evaluated the
application of theWeibull distribution, Rayleigh distribution,
Gamma distribution, and Lognormal distribution, which
showed Rayleigh distribution could be better for simulating
the distribution of wind speed. Therefore, Rayleigh distribu-
tion function is used to describe wind speed distribution, as

𝑓 (V) = 𝜑𝜗 ( V𝜗)
𝜑−1 𝑒−(V/𝜗)𝜑 , (1)

wherein V is real-time wind speed. 𝜑, 𝜗 are shape parameter
and scale parameter. Equation (1) is used to obtain the
expectation and variance of wind speed distribution. Real-
time output power of wind power plant can be calculated as

𝑔∗𝑊,𝑡 =
{{{{{{{{{

0, 0 ≤ V𝑡 < Vin, V𝑡 > Vout,
V𝑡 − Vin

Vrated − Vin
𝑔𝑅, Vin ≤ V𝑡 ≤ Vrated,

𝑔𝑅, Vrated ≤ V𝑡 ≤ Vout,
0 ≤ 𝑔𝑊,𝑡 ≤ 𝑔∗𝑊,𝑡,

(2)
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wherein V𝑡 is the real-time wind speed of WPP at time 𝑡; Vin,
Vrated, and Vout are, respectively, the cut-in wind speed, rated
wind speed, and cut-out wind speed.

2.2.2. PV Output Power Model. For photovoltaic generation
units, output power is determined by solar radiation intensity.
As literature [20] proved, Beta distribution function is used to
describe solar radiation intensity as

𝑓 (𝜃)
= {{{{{

Γ (𝛼) Γ (𝛽)
Γ (𝛼) + Γ (𝛽)𝜃𝛼−1 (1 − 𝜃)𝛽−1 , 0 ≤ 𝜃 ≤ 1, 𝛼 ≥ 0, 𝛽 ≥ 0,
0, otherwise,

(3)

wherein 𝜃 is solar radiation; 𝛼 and 𝛽 are the shape parameters
of Beta distribution. After obtaining the expectation and
variance of solar radiation intensity, 𝛼 and𝛽 can be calculated
as

𝛽 = (1 − 𝜇) × (𝑢 × (1 + 𝜇)𝜎2 − 1) ,
𝛼 = 𝜇 × 𝛽1 − 𝑢 ,

(4)

wherein 𝑢 and 𝜎 are, respectively, the expectation and
standard deviation of solar radiation intensity. After plugging
(4) into (3), the solar radiation intensity distribution function
can be obtained. Then, PV output power at time 𝑡 can be
calculated by photoelectric conversion function:

𝑔∗PV,𝑡 = 𝜂PV × 𝑆PV × 𝜃𝑡, 0 ≤ 𝑔PV,𝑡 ≤ 𝑔∗PV,𝑡, (5)

wherein 𝜂PV and 𝑆PV are solar radiation area and efficiency;𝜃𝑡 is the solar radiation intensity at time 𝑡.
2.2.3. PHSP Output Power Model. Pumped storage power
station includes two operating conditions, water storing and
water inflowing to generate power. When electricity power
is in short supply, usually peak time, electricity price is
higher. At this time, pumped storage power station inflows
to generate power to meet load demand and obtain profits.
When electricity power is oversupply, usually valley time,
electricity price is lower. Pumped storage power station stores
water, and electricity costs are relatively lower at this time.

(1) Water Storage Operation Condition. The power of pumped
storage power station is determined by pump installed capac-
ity, pumping efficiency, and the reservoir storage capacity as

𝑔PS,min
𝑃 ≤ 𝑔PS𝑃,𝑡 ≤ (𝑔PS,max

𝑃 , 𝐸max − 𝐸𝑡𝜂𝑃Δ𝑡 ) , (6)

wherein 𝑔PS𝑃,𝑡 is the power of pumped storage power station
at time 𝑡; 𝑔PS,min

𝑃 and 𝑔PS,max
𝑃 are the lower and upper bound

of pumping power; 𝜂𝑃 is the pumping efficiency of pumped
storage station;𝐸max is themaximum energy storage pumped
storage power station; 𝐸𝑡 is the energy storage at time 𝑡.
(2) Water Inflowing Operation Condition. The generation
power of pumped storage power station is decided by

installed capacity, generating efficiency, and reservoir energy
storage size:

𝑔PS,min
𝐻 ≤ 𝑔PS𝐻,𝑡 ≤ min(𝑔PS,max

𝐻 , (𝐸𝑡 − 𝐸min)
Δ𝑡 𝜂𝐻) , (7)

wherein 𝑔PS𝐻,𝑡 is the inflowing generation power of pumped
storage power station at time 𝑡; 𝑔PS,min

𝐻 and 𝑔PS,max
𝐻 are

lower and upper bound of generating power; 𝜂𝐻 is power
generation efficiency of pumped storage power station; 𝐸min

is the minimum energy storage of pumped storage power
station; 𝐸𝑡 is the energy storage at time 𝑡.
3. Scheduling Operation Mode for
Multienergy Complementary System

A multienergy complementary system integrated by clean
energy generator units, gas generator units, and energy
storage system is proposed in this paper. In model construct-
ing, system security operating constraints and the overall
system operating efficiency level should be considered. In the
state of the optimal operation, maximizing system economic
efficiency and environmental benefits should be achieved at
the same time.

3.1. Objective Function. In the proposed multienergy com-
plementary system component of WPP, PV, CGT, and PHSP,
two optimization targets should be considered: maximizing
system economic benefits and minimizing system output
fluctuation. The former is set as the optimization target
of multienergy complementary system; the latter objective
function is set as the optimization target of the main grid.

(1) Maximizing System Economic Benefits. The economic
benefit of the multienergy complementary system is mainly
composed of four parts: wind power generation income, PV
power generation profit, operating income of pumped storage
power station, and gas turbine power generation. Specific
objective function is as follows:

max 𝑅 = 𝑇∑
𝑡=1

(𝑅𝑊,𝑡 + 𝑅PV,𝑡 + 𝑅CGT,𝑡 + 𝑅PS,𝑡) , (8)

wherein 𝑅𝑊,𝑡, 𝑅PV,𝑡, 𝑅CGT,𝑡, and 𝑅PS,𝑡 are, respectively, the
generation profits of WPP, PV, CGT, and PS at time 𝑡, as (9)-
(10):

𝑅𝑊,𝑡 = 𝜌𝑊,𝑡𝑔𝑊,𝑡, (9)

𝑅PV,𝑡 = 𝜌PV,𝑡𝑔PV,𝑡, (10)

𝑅PS,𝑡 = 𝜌𝐻PS,𝑡𝑔𝐻PS,𝑡 − 𝜌𝑃PS,𝑡𝑔𝑃PS,𝑡, (11)

𝑅CGT,𝑡 = 𝜌CGT,𝑡𝑔CGT,𝑡 − 𝜋pgCGT,𝑡 − 𝜋ssCGT,𝑡. (12)
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In (12), 𝜋pgCGT,𝑡 and 𝜋ssCGT,𝑡 are, respectively, the generation
cost and startup-shutdown cost of CGT at time 𝑡.

𝜋pgCGT,𝑡 = 𝑎CGT + 𝑏CGT𝑔CGT + 𝑐CGT (𝑔CGT,𝑡)2 ,
𝜋ssCGT,𝑡 = [𝑢CGT,𝑡 (1 − 𝑢CGT,𝑡)]𝐷CGT,𝑡,
𝐷CGT,𝑡 = {{{

𝑁hot
CGT, 𝑇min

CGT < 𝑇off
CGT,𝑡 ≤ 𝑇min

CGT + 𝑇cold
CGT,

𝑁cold
CGT, 𝑇off

CGT,𝑡 > 𝑇min
CGT + 𝑇cold

CGT,
(13)

wherein 𝑎CGT, 𝑏CGT, and 𝑐CGT are, respectively, the generation
cost coefficients of CGT unit and can be obtained by genera-
tion historical data regression. 𝑔CGT is the generation power
of CGT at time t. 𝑢CGT,𝑡 is the operation status of CGT at time
t, a binary variable. 𝑢CGT,𝑡 = 1 means CGT is in operation,
whereas 𝑢CGT,𝑡 = 0 means CGT is not in operation. 𝐷CGT,𝑡
is the startup/shutdown costs of CGT unit. 𝑁hot

CGT and 𝑁cold
CGT

are, respectively, the hot start costs and cold start costs of
CGT unit.𝑇min

CPP is theminimum allowable downtime of CGT.𝑇off
CGT,𝑡 is the continuous downtime of CGT at time 𝑡. 𝑇cold

CPP is
cold startup time of CGT.𝑇off

CGT,𝑡 is the downtime of CGTunit.

(2) Minimizing MEHS Output Fluctuation. As wind power
and photovoltaic power generation have intermittent and
fluctuating characteristics, the large-scale wind power and
photovoltaic power generation connecting to the main grid

will affect the power grid normal operation. Therefore, for
main grid, minimizing system load fluctuation should be
the operating optimization objectives. The specific objective
function is as follows:

min 𝑁
= {{{
𝑇∑
𝑡=1

[𝑔𝑊,𝑡 + 𝑔PV,𝑡 − (𝑔𝑃PS,𝑡 − 𝑔𝐻PS,𝑡) − 𝑔av]2𝑇
}}}
1/2

, (14)

𝑔av = 𝑇∑
𝑡=1

[𝑔𝑊,𝑡 + 𝑔PV,𝑡 − (𝑔𝑃PS,𝑡 − 𝑔𝐻PS,𝑡)]𝑇 , (15)

wherein 𝑁 is the standard deviation of WPP and PV gen-
eration output power fluctuation, also named as WPP and
PV output fluctuation function; 𝑇 is system scheduling cycle;𝑔av is the average system output power. The pumped storage
power station mainly uses WPP and PV generation to pump
water and store energy. Therefore, as𝑁 is smaller, indicating
a smaller fluctuation inWPP and PV output power, it is more
favorable to system operation safety.

3.2. Constraint Conditions. Themultienergy complementary
system is component ofWPP, PV, CGT, and PHSP.Therefore,
system supply and demand balance constraints,WPP, PV, and
CGT generating power constraints, pumped storage power
station operation constraints, and system rotation reserve
constraints are considered.

(1) Supply and Demand Balance Constraint

𝑔𝑊,𝑡 (1 − 𝜑𝑊) + 𝑔PV,𝑡 (1 − 𝜑PV) + (𝜌𝐻PS,𝑡𝑔𝐻PS,𝑡 − 𝜌𝑃PS,𝑡𝑔𝑃PS,𝑡) + 𝑔CGT,𝑡 (1 − 𝜑CGT)⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟
MEHS output

+ 𝑔GC,𝑡 = 𝐿 𝑡, (16)

wherein 𝜑𝑊, 𝜑PV, and 𝜑CGT are power loss rate of WPP,
PV, and CGT, respectively. 𝑔GC,𝑡 is power output of system
purchasing from generation company.

(2) CGT Operation Constraints. CGT operation constraints
mainly include power generation constraints, unit climbing
constraints, and unit start-stop time constraints, as

𝑢CGT,𝑡𝑔min
CGT ≤ 𝑔CGT,𝑡 ≤ 𝑢CGT,𝑡𝑔max

CGT, (17)

𝑢CGT,𝑡Δ𝑔−CGT ≤ 𝑔CGT,𝑡 − 𝑔CGT,𝑡−1 ≤ 𝑢CGT,𝑡Δ𝑔+CGT, (18)

(𝑇on
CGT,𝑡−1 −𝑀on

CGT) (𝑢CGT,𝑡−1 − 𝑢CGT,𝑡) ≥ 0, (19)

(𝑇off
CGT,𝑡−1 −𝑀off

CGT) (𝑢CGT,𝑡 − 𝑢CGT,𝑡−1) ≥ 0, (20)

wherein 𝑔max
CGT and 𝑔min

CGT are the upper and lower limitation
of CGT, respectively. Δ𝑔+CPP, Δ𝑔−CPP are the upper and lower
limitation of CGT, respectively. 𝑀on

CGT and 𝑀off
CGT are the

minimum startup time and the minimum shutdown time of
CGT, respectively. 𝑇on

CGT,𝑡−1 and 𝑇off
CGT,𝑡−1 are the continuous

operation time and the continuous shutdown time of CGT
at time 𝑡 − 1, respectively. Equation (17) is generator power

constraint; (18) is unit climbing constraint; (19) and (20) are
system startup/shutdown time constraints.

(3) Pumped Storage Power Station Operation Constraints.
Pumped storage power station constraints include the energy
storage balance constraints, capacity constraints, pumping
capacity constraints, and output power constraints, as

𝐸𝑡 = 𝐸𝑡−1 + 𝜂𝑃𝑔𝑃PS,𝑡Δ𝑡 − 𝑔
𝐻
PS,𝑡Δ𝑡𝜂𝐻 , (21)

𝐸0 − 𝐸max

𝜂𝑃 ≤ ∑𝑇𝑡=1 𝑔𝐻PS,𝑡𝜂𝐻𝜂𝑃 − 𝑇


∑
𝑡=1

𝑔𝑃PS,𝑡

≤ 𝐸0 − 𝐸min

𝜂𝑃 ,
(22)

∑𝑇∈𝑇 𝑔𝐻PS,𝑡𝜂𝐻𝜂𝑃 = ∑
𝑇∈𝑇

𝑔𝑃PS,𝑡, (23)

𝐾𝑃PS,𝑡𝑔𝑃,min
PS,𝑡 ≤ 𝑔𝑃PS,𝑡 ≤ 𝐾𝑃PS,𝑡𝑔𝑃,max

PS,𝑡 , (24)
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𝐾𝐻PS,𝑡𝑔𝐻,min
PS,𝑡 ≤ 𝑔𝐻PS,𝑡 ≤ 𝐾𝐻PS,𝑡𝑔𝐻,max

PS,𝑡 , (25)

𝐾𝑃PS,𝑡 + 𝐾𝐻PS,𝑡 ≤ 1, (26)

wherein 𝐸0 is the initial water quantity in upper and lower
reservoir of pumped storage power station, and 𝑇 ∈ 𝑇;𝐾𝑃PS,𝑡 is the energy storage state variable and is 0-1 variable,
1 meaning the station is in energy storing, or the station
is not. 𝐾𝐻PS,𝑡 is the generation state variable, 0-1 variable. 1
means that the power plant is in power generating state;
otherwise the power plant is not. In order to ensure the
pumped storage power station operating safely, the pumping
water condition and inflowing condition are set not to operate
at the same time as (26) shows. Equation (22) represents the
energy storage balance constraints, and (23) is the pumped
storage power generation constraint. Equations (24) and (25)
are, respectively, the pumping power constraint and discharge
power constraint.

(4) System Reserve Constraints

(𝑔max
CGT,𝑡 − 𝑔CGT,𝑡) + (𝑔𝐻,𝑅PS − 𝑔𝐻PS,𝑡) + 𝑔𝑊,𝑡 + 𝑔PV,𝑡
≥ 𝑅𝐿𝐿 𝑡 + 𝑅𝑊,𝑡𝑔𝑊,𝑡 + 𝑅PV,𝑡𝑔PV,𝑡,

(𝑔CGT,𝑡 − 𝑔min
CGT,𝑡) + (𝑔𝐻PS,𝑡 − 𝑔𝐻,min

PS )
≤ 𝑅𝐿𝐿 𝑡 + 𝑅𝑊𝑔∗𝑊,𝑡 + 𝑅PV,𝑡𝑔∗PV,𝑡,

(27)

wherein 𝑔𝐻,𝑅PS is rated power of pumped storage; 𝑅𝐿 is
the rotation reserve ratio, usually 5%; 𝑅𝑊,𝑡 and 𝑅PV,𝑡 are,
respectively, the increased rotation reserve ratio caused by
the access of WPP and PV, and the values are equal to the
relative error of WPP and PV generation forecast. (Due to
the random fluctuation of WPP and PV generation and the
low accuracy of forecasting, it is necessary to keep sufficient

reserve to balance the deviation between the real generation
and forecasting generation ofWPP and PV). Considering the
WPP and PV prior accessing policy, only take the amount of
abandoned WPP and PV electricity as positive spares; that
is, when power output is insufficient, the wind power will be
reput without considering a negative spare.

4. A Robust Scheduling Optimization
Mode for MEHS

4.1. Descriptions for WPP and PV Uncertainty. In the pro-
posed MEHS, WPP and PV output power have intermittent
and volatility characteristics. In reality, WPP and PV gen-
eration output power cannot be accurately simulated and
predicted, but this problem can be overcome by predicting
results, as (28).

𝑔𝑊,𝑡 = 𝑔𝑊,𝑡 + 𝜂𝑊,𝑡𝑒𝑊,𝑡𝑔𝑊,𝑡, 𝜂𝑊,𝑡 ∈ [−1, 1] ,
𝑔PV,𝑡 = 𝑔PV,𝑡 + 𝜂PV,𝑡𝑒PV,𝑡𝑔PV,𝑡, 𝜂PV,𝑡 ∈ [−1, 1] , (28)

wherein𝑔𝑊,𝑡 and𝑔PV,𝑡 are, respectively, the uncertainty forms
of WPP and PV generation; 𝑔𝑊,𝑡 and 𝑔PV,𝑡 are, respectively,
the predictive value of WPP output power and the predictive
value of PV output power; 𝜌𝑊,𝑡 and 𝜌PV,𝑡 are, respectively, the
estimation error coefficients of WPP and PV generating; 𝜂𝑊,𝑡
and 𝜂PV,𝑡 are the error direction coefficients in WPP and PV
generation prediction.

4.2. The Robust Scheduling Optimization Model. According
to (28), WPP and PV generator output power, respectively,
belong to [(1 − 𝑒𝑊,𝑡) ⋅ 𝑔𝑊,𝑡, (1 + 𝑒𝑊,𝑡) ⋅ 𝑔𝑊,𝑡] and [(1 − 𝑒PV,𝑡) ⋅𝑔PV,𝑡, (1 + 𝑒PV,𝑡) ⋅ 𝑔PV,𝑡]. This interval effectively covers the
WPP and PV generation fluctuating possibility. At the same
time, in order to ensure the feasible solution existence, the
load balance between supply and demand (see (16)) needs to
be corrected:

𝑔𝑊,𝑡 (1 − 𝜑𝑊) + 𝑔PV,𝑡 (1 − 𝜑PV) + (𝜌𝐻PS,𝑡𝑔𝐻PS,𝑡 − 𝜌𝑃PS,𝑡𝑔𝑃PS,𝑡) + 𝑔CGT,𝑡 (1 − 𝜑CGT)⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟
MEHS output

+ 𝑔GC,𝑡 ≥ 𝐿 𝑡. (29)

Set𝑁𝑡 as system load demand, as

𝑁𝑡 = (𝜌𝐻PS,𝑡𝑔𝐻PS,𝑡 − 𝜌𝑃PS,𝑡𝑔𝑃PS,𝑡) + 𝑔CGT,𝑡 (1 − 𝜑CGT)
+ 𝑔GC,𝑡 − 𝐿 𝑡. (30)

Plug (30) into (29):

− [𝑔𝑊,𝑡 (1 − 𝜑𝑊) ± 𝑒𝑊,𝑡 ⋅ 𝑔𝑊,𝑡]
− [𝑔PV,𝑡 (1 − 𝜑PV) ± 𝑒PV,𝑡 ⋅ 𝑔PV,𝑡] ≤ 𝐻𝑡. (31)

Equation (31) shows there is a positive correlation
between the strictness and the stochastic characteristic of the
uncertainty constraints. To ensure that the constraints above
aremet when the actual output power ofWPP and PV is close

to the forecast boundary, auxiliary variables 𝜃𝑊,𝑡, 𝜃PV,𝑡 (𝜃 ≥0) are introduced to strengthening (31):

𝜃𝑊,𝑡 ≥ 𝑔𝑊,𝑡 (1 − 𝜑𝑊) ± 𝑒𝑊,𝑡 ⋅ 𝑔𝑊,𝑡 ,
𝜃PV,𝑡 ≥ 𝑔PV,𝑡 (1 − 𝜑PV) ± 𝑒PV,𝑡 ⋅ 𝑔PV,𝑡 . (32)

Then, (32) could be revised by considering (31) as follows:

− (𝑔𝑊,𝑡 + 𝑒𝑊,𝑡𝑔𝑊,𝑡) − (𝑔PV,𝑡 + 𝑒PV,𝑡𝑔PV,𝑡)
≤ −𝑔𝑊,𝑡 + 𝑒𝑊,𝑡𝑔𝑊,𝑡 − 𝑔PV,𝑡 + 𝑒PV,𝑡𝑔PV,𝑡,

− 𝑔𝑊,𝑡 + 𝑒𝑊,𝑡𝑔𝑊,𝑡 − 𝑔PV,𝑡 + 𝑒PV,𝑡𝑔PV,𝑡
≤ −𝑔𝑊,𝑡 + 𝑒𝑊,𝑡𝜃𝑊,𝑡 − 𝑔PV,𝑡 + 𝑒PV,𝑡𝜃PV,𝑡 ≤ 𝐻𝑡.

(33)
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Table 1: CGT operation parameters.

Unit type 𝑔min
CPP/MW 𝑔max

CPP/MW Δ𝑔±CPP/MW 𝐷CPP,𝑡/Yuan 𝑀on/off
CPP /h Slope of segment

1/(Yuan/MW)
Slope of segment
2/(Yuan/MW)

TAURUS60 2.5 5.67 3 204.8 2 239 273.2
CENTAUR50 2 4.6 2.5 136.3 1.5 150.25 307.3
CENTAUR40 1 3.515 1.8 122.9 1 136.6 341.5

Equations (33) have obtained uncertainty constraints with
the strongest robustness. If the constraint condition (16) is
replaced, themost conservative system operation scheme can
be obtained. However, in reality, WPP usually cannot reach
the extreme condition. Therefore, wind power generation
coefficient Γ𝑊 and PV generation coefficient ΓPV are intro-
duced to describe (34), Γ ∈ [0, 1]:

− (𝑔𝑊,𝑡 + 𝑒𝑊,𝑡𝑔𝑊,𝑡) − (𝑔PV,𝑡 + 𝑒PV,𝑡𝑔PV,𝑡)
≤ −𝑔𝑊,𝑡 + Γ𝑊𝑒𝑊,𝑡𝑔𝑊,𝑡 − 𝑔PV,𝑡 + ΓPV𝑒PV,𝑡𝑔PV,𝑡,

− 𝑔𝑊,𝑡 + Γ𝑊𝑒𝑊,𝑡𝑔𝑊,𝑡 − 𝑔PV,𝑡 + ΓPV𝑒PV,𝑡𝑔PV,𝑡
≤ −𝑔𝑊,𝑡 + 𝑒𝑊,𝑡𝜃𝑊,𝑡 − 𝑔PV,𝑡 + 𝑒PV,𝑡𝜃PV,𝑡 ≤ 𝐻𝑡.

(34)

Combining (34) with (8), (14)–(16), and (18)–(27), a
stochastic optimization model with robust adjustment coef-
ficients is established. The proposed model could calculate
the optimization scheduling scheme with different robust
coefficient based on the risk attitude of policymaker.

4.3. Multiobjective Model Solving. The proposed optimiza-
tion model includes two objective functions: maximizing
the economic benefits and minimizing system generating
fluctuation. In general, as the costs ofWPP andPVgeneration
are better, when system achieves the best economic efficiency,
WPP and PV generation is relatively large, resulting in
relatively large fluctuations in system output and vice versa.
To achieve one optimization solution, most methods usually
transfer the multiobjectives into single objective by setting
different weights to every objective. So, there are two stages
for solving this optimization problem.

Firstly, solve the model considering maximizing system
economic benefits as the optimizing objective, and the best
system economic benefits value 𝑅max and system generating
fluctuation at that time can be obtained.

Secondly, solve the proposed model considering mini-
mizing system generating fluctuation as objective function,
and the minimum system output𝑁min and system economic
efficiency value at that time can be obtained.

Thirdly, the optimization direction of the objective func-
tion is different, so appropriate treatment is necessary in the
multiobjective weighting into a single one. set 𝛼𝑅 and 𝛼𝑁 as
weight coefficients of the maximum economic benefits and
the minimum system output fluctuation. Objective functions
are weighted as follows:

obj = min{𝛼𝑅 ⋅ 𝑅max − 𝑅𝑅max + 𝛼𝑁 ⋅ 𝑁 − 𝑁min

𝑁min } , (35)

wherein 𝛼𝑅 + 𝛼𝑁 = 1. If 𝛼𝑁 and 𝛼𝑅 are set, optimal 𝑅 and𝑁
could be achieved.

5. Simulation Analysis

In order to analyze the applicability of the proposed model
in achieving the multienergy complementary system optimal
operation, the study includes three parts, namely, basic data
collection, optimal weights determining of the objective
function, and result analysis.

5.1. Basic Data. In order to test the validity and applicability
of the proposed model, a 9.6MW wind power plant, a
6.5MW PV unit, three CGT units, and an upper reservoir
with equivalent capacity of 10MW⋅h are chosen to compose
a multienergy complementary system in this paper [21]. The
gas turbines are, respectively, TAURUS60, CENTAUR50, and
CENTAUR403 models [22]. The cost curve is divided into
two segments to be linearized, and the specific parameters are
shown in Table 1. The pumped storage power plant efficiency
is set at 75%; the turbine and pumping regime capacities are 4
and 2MW, respectively. The upper basin of PHSP is empty
at the beginning of the day under study, and there are no
constraints on the water level of the upper basin at the end
of the day.

The parameters of the wind turbine are Vin = 3m/s,
Vrated = 14m/s, and Vout = 25m/s, and the shape
parameter and scale parameter are 𝜑 = 2 and 𝜗 = 2V/√𝜋
[23], respectively. The values of 𝛼 and 𝛽 are 0.32 and 8.14,
respectively. Scenario simulation strategy proposed in [24]
was further used and 50 sets of WPP and PV generation
scenarios were simulated. The simulation scenarios were cut
to 10 sets typical of WPP output scenarios and PV output
scenarios as shown in Figure 2.

Based on the scenarios simulation results in Figure 2,
select the mean output power of each scene as the WPP
and PV generation input data. System load demand in a
typical load day was selected according to [25], as Table 2
shows. According to [26], the load is divided into peak
load (12:00–21:00) period, float load (0:00–3:00, 21:00–24:00)
period, and valley load (3:00–12:00) period, and, respectively,
the electricity prices are 0.77 Yuan/kW⋅h, 0.59 Yuan/kW⋅h,
and 0.30 Yuan/kW⋅h.The grid connection prices of the CGT,
WPP, and PV are 0.52 Yuan/kW⋅h, 0.61 Yuan/kW⋅h, and
1.0 Yuan/kW⋅h, respectively.

After inputting above basic data, the model is solved
by the GAMS software using the CPLEX 11.0 linear solver
from ILOG solver [27]. The CPU time required for solving
the problem of different case studies with an idea pad450
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Figure 2: Scenarios simulation of WPP (a) and PV (b).

series laptop computer powered by a core T6500 processor
and 4GB of RAM under the four cases is less than 20 s.
When the optimization is MILP, the GAMS software obtains
a satisfactory solution quickly. Figure 3 is multiobjective joint
optimization flowchart of MEHS system

5.2. Results Analysis

5.2.1. Optimal Weight Determination. The objective function
weight setting will directly determine the optimal direction
of system scheduling.When decision-makers paymore atten-
tion to economic benefits, 𝛼𝑁will be set higher with relatively
higher uncertain risk of WPP and PV generation; otherwise,
when decision-makers pay more attention to the uncertainty
risks, 𝛼𝑅 will be set higher with relatively lower economic
benefits. To determine the optimal objective function weight,
robust coefficients are set Γ𝑊 = ΓPV = 0 and optimization
solutions of objective function 𝑅 and 𝑁 under different
weights are estimated, as shown in Figure 4.

When 𝛼𝑅 = 1 and 𝛼𝑁 = 0, the value of MEHS system
economic benefit is the optimal maximum economic benefit
(𝑅max). When 𝛼𝑅 = 0 and 𝛼𝑁 = 1, the value of MEHS system
WPP-PV output power fluctuating variance is the minimum
fluctuating variance (𝑁min). According to Figure 4, the values
of 𝑅 and 𝑁 both increase with the growing of 𝛼𝑅 and rise
especially quickly when 𝛼𝑅 grows from 0.7 to 0.9, while other
times both of them change little. The values of objective
functions 𝑅 and 𝑁 keep basically equal to the optimization
result of MEHS optimal economic benefit before 𝛼𝑅 reaches
0.7 and equal to the optimization result of MEHS minimum
power fluctuation optimization problem when 𝛼𝑅 is larger
than 0.9. Therefore, the comprehensive optimal results of

MEHS under different 𝛼𝑅 among 0.7∼0.9 are estimated, as
shown in Figure 4(b).

According to Figure 4(b), when 𝛼𝑅 changes from 0.7 to
0.74 and 0.88 to 0.9, the values of MEHS standard deviations
of economic benefit andpower fluctuation increase fast; when𝛼𝑅 changes between 0.74 and 0.88, the standard deviations
basically remained stable. That is, the results of the MEHS
system will reach optimum if 𝛼𝑅 ∈ [0.74, 0.88]. Therefore, in
this paper, 0.76 and 0.24 are chosen to be the optimal weights
for MEHS economic objective function and the minimum
objective function of power fluctuation, respectively. System
decision-makers can consider their risk preference attitudes
and adjust the weight coefficients 𝛼𝑅 and 𝛼𝑁 by choosing
different 𝛼𝑅 between 0.7 and 0.74 or between 0.88 and 0.9.
Generally, decision-maker will set a smaller weighting factor𝛼𝑅, while risk preference tends to set a larger 𝛼𝑅.
5.2.2. Validity Analysis of Robust Stochastic Optimization
Theory. The WPP and PV generation uncertainties have
a great impact on MEHS system operating stably. In this
section, the robust stochastic optimization model for MEHS
is introduced by robust stochastic optimization theory. If the
prediction error e = 0.05, separately, Γ𝑊 = ΓPV = 0, 0.5, 0.9,
the influence of different robust coefficient settings on system
scheduling results is discussed. Table 3 shows the MEHS
system scheduling optimization results under different robust
coefficients.

According to Table 3, after introducing robust stochastic
optimization theory, with the increase of the robust coeffi-
cient, the objective function value decreases gradually. This
indicates that the robust coefficient can be used to control
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Figure 3: Multiobjective joint optimization flowchart of MEHS system.
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Figure 4: System economic benefits and output power fluctuation in MEHS under different (a) 𝛼𝑅 among 0∼1 and (b) 𝛼𝑅 among 0.7∼0.9.
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Table 2: System load demand of WPP and PV generation output
data in a typical load day (unit: MW).

Time Load WPP PV
1 15.26 7.51 0
2 14.60 6.91 0
3 13.70 8.37 0
4 13.15 7.41 0
5 12.43 8.36 0
6 11.89 8.11 1.68
7 11.53 6.62 2.06
8 11.17 6.33 2.49
9 10.81 3.45 3.63
10 11.17 6.50 4.50
11 11.53 5.92 6.37
12 12.61 5.93 6.17
13 14.06 4.79 8.41
14 15.14 5.87 7.16
15 15.32 4.24 7.39
16 15.86 5.25 5.69
17 16.22 5.07 4.77
18 15.32 4.19 3.18
19 15.14 5.05 2.93
20 14.26 5.68 1.91
21 13.33 6.55 1.31
22 12.89 6.99 0
23 12.88 5.71 0
24 13.25 6.39 0

the scenery uncertainty risk by controlling the WPP and
PV grid-connected electricity. Correspondingly, the MEHS
economic benefit reduced gradually, but the fluctuation vari-
ance ofWPP and PV output power reduced correspondingly,
which indicates that system needs to bear the corresponding
loss of economic benefit in avoiding risks. Conversely, if
system pursues higher economic efficiency, a large scenery
uncertainty risk should be taken. Compared the two sce-
narios, Γ𝑊, ΓPV = 0 and Γ𝑊, ΓPV = 0.9, the abandoned
electricity of WPP and PV increased from 7.360MW⋅h and
3.483MW⋅h to 22.080MW⋅h and 10.448MW⋅h, respectively,
and CGT power generation increased from 124.388MW⋅h to
147.329MW⋅h.This indicates system prefers to use CGT units
to meet the load demand and avoid the uncertainty risk of
scenery. Figure 5 shows theMEHS output power distribution
under Γ𝑊 = ΓPV = 0.

According to Figure 5, if the uncertainty risk ofWPP and
PV is not considered and the weight coefficients 𝛼𝑁 and 𝛼𝑅
are determined, system will prefer to maximize the economic
benefit. Therefore, the grid-connected generation of WPP
and PV reached the maximum value, namely, 139.841MW⋅h
and 66.168MW⋅h. The abandoned electricity of WPP and
PV is 7.360MW⋅h and 3.483MW⋅h, respectively. Since the
grid-connected generation of WPP and PV is relatively large,
system will call for a larger pumped storage power station
with power generation −9.706MW⋅h and storage power
9.546MW⋅h. At this point, system expected economic benefit
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Figure 5: The MEHS output power distribution with Γ𝑊 = ΓPV = 0
(basic scheduling model results).
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Figure 6: MEHS output power distribution with Γ𝑊 = ΓPV = 0.5.

reached the maximum (¥10885.20). However, system scenery
output power variance reached 2.486, also themaximum, so it
could not be ignored.Themaximum variancemeans a higher
system risk level. If wind speed is slow or PV intensity is
not high, system will face a large power shortage risk. When
system decision-makers are not willing to bear risk,WPP and
PV generation will be controlled under Γ𝑊 = ΓPV = 0.5.
Figure 6 isMEHS output power distribution with Γ𝑊 = ΓPV =0.5.

Compared with Figure 5, if system decision-makers are
not willing to bear operating risk, they will reduce the
grid-connected generation of WPP and PV and increase
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Table 3: The MEHS system scheduling optimization results with different robust coefficients.

(Γ𝑊, ΓPV) WPP/MW⋅h PV/MW⋅h CGT/MW⋅h PHSP/MW⋅h Energy abandoned/MW⋅h Objective value
Storage Generation WPP PV 𝑅/¥ 𝑁/MW⋅h

0 139.841 66.168 124.388 −9.706 9.546 7.360 3.483 10885.20 2.486
0.5 132.481 62.686 135.798 −7.726 7.487 14.720 6.965 9580.45 2.154
0.9 125.121 59.203 147.329 −5.852 5.654 22.080 10.448 8938.88 1.832

the power generation of CGT. If Γ𝑊 = ΓPV = 0.5,
WPP, PV, and CGT generation is, respectively, 132.481MW⋅h,
62.686MW⋅h, and 135.798MW⋅h, and abandonedWPP gen-
eration is 14.720MW⋅h and 6.965MW⋅h. System economic
benefit reduced to ¥9580.45, the fluctuation variance of
WPP output. Specifically, during the peak period, system
will increase the CGT power generation. For example, at
13:00, CGT power generation increased to 6.4MW⋅h; at
19:00, CGT power generation increased to 7.558MW⋅h, and
so on. In addition, reducing WPP and PV grid-connected
generation will reduce system standby demand for pumped
storage power stations. When Γ𝑊 = ΓPV = 0.5, the
charge and discharge capacity of PHSP were −7.726MW⋅h
and 7.487MW⋅h, respectively.This indicates that introducing
robust coefficients can provide risk controlling decisions
for decision-makers. If the decision-makers prefer risks, the
power generation ofWPP and PV will increase and CGTwill
reduce, and there is greater demand for PHSP reserve. On
the contrary, if the decision-makers are risk-averse, the power
generation ofWPP andPVwill reduce andCGTwill increase,
and the reserve demand of PHSP is relatively low.

5.2.3. Analysis on Operation Benefit of Pumped Storage Power
Station. Pumped storage power stations have discharging
power and pumped storage characteristics. In load valley
period, pumped storage power stations can use the night low
electricity price to store power and in peak period inflow
water power to generate power to gain a big profit. This
behavior is also conducive to smooth the load curve. In this
section, the optimization effect of the pumped storage power
station on MEHS system is mainly analyzed. Set Γ𝑊 = ΓPV =0.75 and the prediction error coefficient is 0.9. Figures 7 and
8 show system scheduling operations results with/without
PHSP are calculated respectively.

According to Figure 7, if pumped storage power stations
are not considered in MEHS, the peak-shaving and reserve
services of WPP and PV generation are mainly provided by
CGT units. Under robust coefficients constraints, to ensure
the stable system operation,WPP and PV generation reached
the minimization, and the abandoned WPP and PV electric-
ity is, respectively, 25.587MW⋅h and 10.447MW⋅h. Because
WPPandPVgeneration decreased, systemeconomic benefits
dropped to ¥7793.55. The WPP and PV output fluctuating
variance dropped to 1.89MW⋅h at the same time, which
means that though system risk level reduced, corresponding
economic losses should also be borne. Furthermore, MEHS
optimized operation results with PHSP were analyzed as
shown in Figure 8.

According to Figure 8, if PHSP was considered in MEHS,
system peak-shaving and reserve services capacity for WPP
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Figure 7: System scheduling operations results without PHSP.

and PV power generation increased; WPP and PV power
generation also increased correspondingly; abandoned WPP
and PV electricity were, respectively, 1 × 7.664MW⋅h and
8.358MW⋅h. With the increasing of wind and photovoltaic
power generation, MEHS economic benefits increased to
¥7954.29 and the WPP and PV output power fluctuating
variance also increased to 1.84MW⋅h. The results indicate
that PHSP can improve MEHS to absorb WPP and PV
generation, reduce abandoned WPP and PV electricity, and
enhance MEHS economic efficiency. At the same time, the
pumped storage power station can match the WPP and PV
output power considering the peak-valley condition of load
curve, which can reduce the output fluctuation and reduce
the MEHS operation risks. Table 4 shows the MEHS system
scheduling operations results with/without PHSP.

According to Table 4, PHSP can optimize the operation
strategy considering the peak-valley distribution and the
actual power generation capacity of WPP and PV. After
considering PHSP, the peak load decreased to 14.18MW,
the valley increased to 11.05MW, and peak to valley ratio
reduced to 1.50, meaning system economic efficiency and
risk level are better than before. This indicates that PHSP
can smooth the electricity load curve and reduce the peak-
valley ratio. This process can also increase WPP and PV
grid-connected power and reduce the amount of abandoned
wind and photovoltaic power. The MEHS system economic
benefits can be improved and the MEHS system operation
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Figure 8: System optimized operation results with PHSP.
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Figure 9: MEHS system scheduling optimization results with
different PHSP capacities.

risk level can be reduced though the process. Furthermore,
the MEHS system scheduling optimization results under
different PHSP capacities were quantitatively analyzed, and
the MEHS economic benefits and risk level under different
PHSP capacities were discussed as shown in Figure 9.

According to Figure 9, with the increasing of PHPS
grid-connected capacity, MEHS system economic benefits
increased correspondingly; the WPP and WPP and PV out-
put fluctuation variance in MEHS reduced gradually, which
means that PHSP can provide peak-shaving and reserve
service for MEHS system. This process can also promote the
WPP and PV grid-connected power and improve the MEHS
economic efficiency and reduce the operational risk level.
When the PHSP capacity is 40MW, the MEHS economic
benefit reached ¥8738.88 and the fluctuation variance ofWPP
and PV output power fluctuation dropped to 1.78MW⋅h.

Compared with PHSP capacity of 10MW, the economic
benefit ofMEHS increased by 7.34% and the risk level reduced
by 2.16%. However, when the PHSP capacity reaches 25MW
(WPP and PV installed capacity and PHPS capacity ratio
is about 1 : 1.3), the economic efficiency and risk level of
MEHS reached the inflection point. When the proportion
exceeds 1 : 1.3, the increase of PHSP capacity has a relatively
weak optimizing impact on MEHS, indicating PHSP peak-
shaving and reserve capacity is sufficient and the WPP and
PV generation has basically reached the upper limit. Overall,
PHSP can improve the economic efficiency and reduce the
risk level ofMEHS system, but it is necessary to set reasonable
PHSP capacities for specific WPP and PV installed capacity.

5.3. Sensitivity Analysis. In this paper, based onWPP and PV
predicted generation power, the robust coefficients are intro-
duced to characterize the WPP and PV generation uncer-
tainties. The rationality of robust coefficients and prediction
error coefficients setting is significant in determining optimal
scheduling scheme. In this section, the results of system
optimization and CGT units output under different robust
coefficients and prediction errors are discussed, respectively.
Figure 10 shows the MEHS operating economic benefit (a)
and risk level (b) under different robust coefficients and
prediction errors.

According to Figure 10, with the increase of the robust
coefficients and the prediction error coefficients, the MEHS
system economic efficiency and the risk level decreased,
which indicates that system decision-makers will reduce
WPP and PV grid-connected generation to reduce the uncer-
tainty risk. The corresponding extra benefits of WPP and PV
would be lost, but theMEHS overall risk level reduced.When
robust coefficient is less than or equal to 0.5, the increase of
the robust coefficient had a great impact on the optimizing
target. On the contrary, when the robust coefficient is bigger
than 0.5, the impact is small. Similarly, when the prediction
error is less than or equal to 0.5, the increase of the error
coefficient had a great influence on the objective function.
When the error coefficient is bigger than 0.5, the influence
is small. This indicates that when the robust coefficient and
the prediction error coefficient are higher than 0.5, system
scheduling scheme is close to themost conservative operation
scheme. In order to meet system load balance, necessary
wind and photovoltaic power generation need to be absorbed.
Higher economic benefits could be obtained by loosening
robust coefficient or increasing the power prediction accu-
racy. Figure 11 shows CGT units generation under different
robust coefficients and the prediction errors.

According to Figure 11, with the increase of the robust
coefficient and the predicting error coefficient, MEHS use
CGT to generatemore electricity so as to reduceWPP and PV
generation and system operation risk. Specifically, with the
predicting error coefficient increasing, the CGT units output
shows a three-segment distribution. When the predicting
error coefficient is between 0.3 and 0.7, system quickly calls
the CGT to generate power, which means larger error caused
system calling CGT units with faster startup-shutdown speed
to meet load demand. When the coefficient is less than 0.3,
system could call PHSP to meet the uncertain demand of
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Table 4: MEHS scheduling operations results with/without PHSP.

WPP/MW⋅h PV/MW⋅h CGT/MW⋅h PHSP/MW⋅h Load curve Objective function
Power
storage

Power
generation

Peak
load/MW

Valley
load/MW

Peak-
valley ratio 𝑅/¥ 𝑁/MW⋅h

Without PHSP 135.01 108.21 59.20 0 0 16.22 10.81 1.50 7793 1.89
With PHSP 132.81 123.15 61.29 −7.93 7.32 14.18 11.05 1.28 7954 1.84
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Figure 10: MEHS operating economic benefits (a) and risk levels (b) under different robust coefficients and prediction errors.
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Figure 11: CGT with different robust coefficients and the prediction
errors.

WPP and PV. Therefore, the CGT call frequency is relatively
slow. When the coefficient is higher than 0.7, due to system
havingmade full use of CGTgenerating power, the remaining

predicting error power cannot be satisfied by CGT. MEHS
needs other power suppliers to meet system load demand.
Similarly, when the robust coefficient is less than or equal
to 0.5, the increase of robust coefficient has a great effect
on the optimizing target. On the contrary, when robust
coefficient is higher than 0.5, the effect is little. This indicates
that the robust coefficient provides risk controlling methods
for decision-makers. In order to pursue higher economic
efficiency and economic risk level, decision-makers should
improve the power forecasting accuracy. Reasonable robust
coefficients should be set with their risk-bearing capacity to
win extra economic benefits.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, WPP, PV PHSP, and CGT units are integrated
as MEHS system. The robust stochastic optimization theory
is introduced to describe the uncertainties of WPP and PV
generation. A multiobjective scheduling optimization mode
for MEHS considering uncertainty is put forward. Firstly, in
order to characterize the uncertainties ofWPP and PV gener-
ation, an uncertainty descriptionmethod based on the power
prediction results is established. Secondly, robust coefficients
are introduced to transform the constraints with uncertain
variables. The stochastic constraint conditions are obtained,
and freely adjustable risk controlling methods are provided
for decision-makers. Finally, the validity and validity of the
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proposed model are proved by examples analysis. The results
show the following:

(1) Integrating WPP, PV, PHSP, and CGT into MEHS
system can make full use of different energy gen-
eration characteristics and realize the multienergy
complementary features. PHSP will generate power
in peak load periods and pumped storage in valley
periods. When PHSP is insufficient to meet peak-
shaving and reserve demand, CGT units will be called
to meet system supply-demand balance constraints.
In general, multienergy complementary system can
make system operation stable and increase economic
efficiency and lower risk levels.

(2) Robust stochastic optimization theory can effectively
overcome the uncertainty of WPP and PV. Risk con-
trollingmethods can be provided for decision-makers
with different risk preferences. When decision-
makers prefer to take a risk, robust coefficient is
relatively low. More WPP and PV generation are
absorbed, andmore economic benefits are gained. On
the contrary, higher robust coefficient will lowerWPP
and PV generation, and CGT units are called to meet
load demand to reduce system risk level.

(3) PHSP can optimize the status of pumped storage
power considering the load supply-demand situation
and the actual available output ofWPP and PV. PHSP
realizes the peak-shaving and valley filling of load
curve and provides more space for WPP and PV
and enhances the economic benefits. At the same
time, PHSP converts working condition rapidly to
overcome the uncertainty ofWPP and PV generation
which can reduce generation output fluctuation and
minimize system operation risk.

(4) In this paper, clean energy generating units, conven-
tional energy generation units, and pumped storage
units in generation side are mainly considered in
constructing multiobjective complementary system.
In the future, with the continuous maturity and
upgrading of intelligent communication and infor-
mation technology, demand response in the user side
will be considered to achieve the optimization effect
in both generation side and the user side and improve
the operating efficiency of MEHS system.
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